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Droplet Generation at
Megahertz Frequencies

ABSTRACT:
Droplet formation has been a fascinating subject to scientists for centuries due to its natural
beauty and importance to both scientific and industrial applications, such as inkjet printing, reagent
deposition, and spray cooling. However, the droplet generation frequency of common drop-ondemand jetting techniques is mostly limited to ~10 kHz. This paper presents an investigation of
the possibility of jetting at megahertz frequencies in order to boost the productivity of drop-ondemand material deposition by ~100 times. The focus of this paper is to understand the limitations
of generating droplets at a megahertz frequency and to explore possible solutions for overcoming
these limitations. A numerical model is first developed for the simulation of droplet formation
dynamics. The numerical model is validated against available experimental data from the
literature. Aided by insights gained from scaling analysis, the validated model is then used to study
the effects of different parameters on high frequency jetting. The study finds energy density input
to the nozzle is the key to achieve megahertz-frequency droplet breakup.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A stream of water flowing from an orifice decays into droplets. This intriguing
phenomenon has fascinated scientists for centuries due to its natural beauty and importance to both
scientific and industrial applications, such as inkjet printing [1], reagent deposition, and spray
cooling [2]. Extensive research has been performed on this subject during the past centuries and
significant progress has been reported on multiple fronts, including analytical modeling [3] [4],
the physical mechanism of droplet breakup [5] [6], experimental techniques and observations [7]
[8] [9], and numerical simulations [10] [11] [12] [13]. J. Eggers (1997) performed a comprehensive
review of the breakup in free-surface flows [14]. He found that the droplet formation mechanics
can be approximated by one-dimensional equations at the point of breakup and still contain the
majority of abundance of the original dynamics. In 2007, he worked with E. Villermaux to provide
a unified description of the physics behind droplet formation, including the effect of viscosity and
the behavior of non-Newtonian breakup [3]. A detailed review of the droplet dynamics by H.
Wijshoff (2010), discussed different aspects of drop-on-demand (DOD) specific processes,
including pinch-off, the shape and size of droplets, formation of the droplet tail, and the formation
and speed of satellite droplets [15]. S. P. Lin and R. D. Reitz (1998) reported that the physical
mechanisms involved in the breakup of liquid jets differed depending on the regimes of the
relevant flow parameters. These are commonly referred to as the plateau, the first wind-induced,
the second wind-induced, and the atomization regimes. Breakup in the plateau regime is dominated
by surface tension. For the first wind-induced regime air resistance comes close to the magnitude
of the surface tension, while for the second the air resistance surpasses the surface tension as the
largest force [16].
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An experimental technique for observing the droplet formation process was developed by
H. Dong et al. using a pulsed laser, a low-speed charge coupled device (CCD) camera, and a signal
generator to record the droplet breakups. This process allows for a temporal resolution of 200 ns
and a spatial resolution of 0.81 μm/pixel [17]. This technique was used to analyze experimental
results and associate the observed breakup behaviors with changes to the input parameters of the
system. It was found that a well-designed waveform allowed for the abrupt pinch-off of droplets,
and the observation of two modes of breakup for the contracting liquid thread after pinch-off, endpinching and multiple droplet breakup [18]. End pinching occurs when the tail of the liquid thread
pinches off from the spherical droplet head, while the multiple droplet breakup was due to the
presence of capillary waves [19]. K. Kwon & K. Wouski optimized a driving waveform to reduce
the effects of the capillary and residual waves to increase the frequency of the droplet generation
[20]. J. Meacham et al. (2005) reported a micromachined ultrasonic droplet generator with driving
frequencies ranging from ~1 MHz to ~5 MHz to induce breakup of water droplets from 1-10 μm
nozzles [21]. However, they did not show the droplet breakup was also at MHz frequency. In
addition, most of the commercial DOD inkjets generate droplets at ~10 kHz. Little research has
been reported on the droplet formation dynamics at higher frequencies up to the MHz range for
droplet-on-demand techniques, which could potentially boost productivity by ~100 times.

This paper presents a study on the frequency limit of droplet generation and the droplet
generation dynamics at significantly higher frequency. First, a hydrodynamic description of liquid
jets is discussed and the corresponding theories on liquid jet instability are reviewed. Second, a
numerical model is developed to simulate the droplet formation processes using a level-set
interface tracking approach for the droplet-air interface. The numerical model is then validated
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against experimental results from the literature [2]. Following this validation, a scaling analysis is
performed to gain insights on the frequency limit of droplet generation and the validated model is
used to study the generation of droplets at MHz frequencies. This study finds the key to produce
droplets at high frequency is to increase the ejection velocity by increasing the energy input to the
nozzle.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, liquid jets and the physical mechanisms
controlling their instability are discussed. In section 3, a numerical model is developed to simulate
the droplet formation dynamics. Experimental validation of the numerical model is provided in
section 4. In section 5, the validated numerical model is then used to study droplet formation
dynamics at megahertz frequency aided by the insights from scaling analysis. Conclusions are
given in section 6.

2. PHYSICAL MECHANISMS AND INSTABILITY THEORIES
The purpose of this section is to briefly discuss the physical mechanisms and the underlying
theories involved in liquid jet instability and droplet breakup. Therefore, it will not to contain an
exhaustive review of the deep-seated physics involved in this field of phenomena. For a thorough
review of the physics involved in these issues refer to [3] [6] [14] [15] [22] [23] [24].
The major theories describing the breakup of droplets from a liquid jet/column are differentiated
at a fundamental level by their proposed driving mechanism causing the instability. Capillary
Instability, as one of the commonly accepted schools of thought, refers to the instability caused
primarily by surface tension of the fluid [23]. Shear Instability Theory explains the instability
caused by the shear present between the issuing fluid and the fluid that surrounds it [25]. Both of
3

these instability mechanisms play a role in the breakup of droplets, as will be discussed later in
this section. However, before discussing the underlying theories of breakup; it is necessary to
develop a hydrodynamic description of liquid jets.

2.1.

Describing Liquid Jets
For the purpose of this study, liquid jets are described as the dynamic column of liquid

formed by the fluid discharged from the nozzle by a deliberate driving force. These jets are
characterized by their superficial geometry, fluid properties, and relative energy; consequently,
liquid jet behavior is controlled by the interactions between the inertia, surface tension, and
viscosity of the fluid in the liquid column. Several well-known ratios are often used to compare
these factors and ease communication of jet properties; in addition, these ratios provide a nondimensionalized parameter that allows for comparisons of a wide range of jets.
Weber Number, We or β2, is the ratio of the kinetic energy to surface energy
𝑊𝑒 = 𝛽 2 =

𝜌ℎ0 𝑈 2
𝛾

[1]

where ρ is the density of the fluid, h0 is the characteristic length of the system, U is the velocity of
the liquid jet, and γ is the surface tension. In the case of the liquid jet the characteristic length is
the radius of the nozzle, ℎ0 .
Reynold’s Number, Re, is the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces or the dynamic pressure to
the shearing stress
𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝑈ℎ𝑜
µ

where µ is the dynamic viscosity.
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[2]

Lastly, there is the Ohnesorge Number, Oh, which is the ratio of viscous forces to the
square root of the inertia and surface tension.
𝑂ℎ =

µ
√𝜌𝛾ℎ0

=

√𝑊𝑒
𝑅𝑒

[3]

This last allows for the measure of the relative importance of viscosity [26]. The above-mentioned
ratios are important in predicting what regime of droplet breakup will occur [27].

The primary area of interest exists on the surface of the liquid jet which is the boundary
between the two fluids. This boundary can be represented by a three dimensional function, S(Ri,t),
that is constant at the surface of the liquid jet [3]. Since this function represents the spatial
description of the jet, then the motion of this boundary can be found simply by setting the
substantial derivative of this surface equal to zero [28]:
𝐷(𝑆) 𝜕𝑆
⃑ ∙ ∇(𝑆) = 0
=
+𝑈
𝐷𝑡
𝜕𝑡

[4]

While this set of abstract equations does present the kinematic description of this liquid jet,
S(Ri, t) is a conceptual equation and does not yield well to a physical description of the jet. It is
therefore important to describe the phenomena of the jet surface in more relatable parameters. To
understand this physical description, it is necessary to first describe the driving mechanisms
inherent to the liquid jet.

2.2.

Rayleigh-Plateau and Capillary Instability
As previously discussed there exists some stress at the surface of the fluid. This stress exists

to counteract the static pressure and dynamic pressure developed in the liquid jet. This stress tensor
is therefore defined by
5

𝑇

⃑ + (∇ ∙ 𝑈
⃑) ]
𝜑 = −𝑝𝑰 + 𝜇 [∇ ∙ 𝑈

[5]

where 𝜑 is the stress tensor at the surface, p is the static pressure, I is the identity matrix, ∇ is the
gradient operator, and T is the transpose operator. Since the dynamic pressure defined above in
equation is dependent on the velocity, the stress tensor is tied back into the motion of the boundary
by equation 4 [14].

Laplace pressure, Δp, is arguably even more important than the superficial stress tensor
defined above. The Laplace pressure as defined by the Young-Laplace Equation is shown below,
1
1
∆𝑝 = 𝜎 ( + )
𝑅1 𝑅2

[6]

where R1 and R2 are the principle radii of curvature parallel and perpendicular to the central axis
of the liquid jet respectively [22]. The tangible boundary between the two fluids exists because
the effect of the stress tensor is balanced by the Laplace pressure at the fluid boundary. However,
the relatively greater importance of the Laplace pressure is due to its role in inducing capillary
flow within the liquid jet as discussed in section {2.2}. This internal flow is necessary in the
process of droplet formation and its ultimate breakup from the liquid thread. The equation for this
internal flow can be derived from the momentum equation
∰[
𝑉

⃑
𝜕𝜌𝑈
⃑ +𝑈
⃑ ∙ ∇𝜌) 𝑈
⃑ + ∇𝑝 − 𝜌𝒇 − 𝐹𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠 ] 𝑑𝑉 = 0
+ (ρ∇ ∙ 𝑈
𝜕𝑡

[7]

where f is the net body force and 𝐹𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠 represents some total viscous force [28]. Defining this
momentum equation over an arbitrary control volume for any arbitrary liquid jet it is found that
only if the integrand is zero at all points inside the control volume can the closed volume integral
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⃑⃑⃑ and there is no body force the equation simplifies
equal zero [28]. Furthermore, if 𝐹𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠 = 𝑣∆𝑈
to [29]
⃑
𝜕𝑈
∇𝑝
⃑ −
= 𝑣∆𝑈
𝜕𝑡
𝜌

[8]

where v is the kinematic viscosity. With this simplified form of the equation, it can easily be seen
that the acceleration of the flow inside of the liquid jet is a function of both viscosity and spatial
variation in pressure. Which follows the conventional thought, in that the fluids flow from areas
of high total pressure to areas of lower total pressure and that this flow is slowed by the effects of
viscosity. Note that the pressure term is negative, this significance of this sign choice denotes that
pressure is flowing from areas of high pressure to those of lower pressure.

Capillary Instability Theory also known as Rayleigh-Plateau Instability (RPI) Theory
attributes the instability and eventual breakup of liquid jets to the effects of capillary pressure. As
Lord Rayleigh wrote in his trailblazing work ‘On the Capillary Phenomena of Jets.’ “… in
consequence of surface-tension the cylinder is an unstable form of equilibrium, when its length
exceeds its circumference [23].” Rayleigh’s work on this capillary phenomenon focuses on the
relationship between wavelength and the growth in the perturbations in the jet’s surface. He even
goes so far as to touch on a basic concept that is still in common use, the length scale of a liquid
jet. Even though he does not directly mention length scales, his comment on the circumference of
the jet is at its fundamental level making a connection between jet dynamics and the characteristic
length scale for RPI. This length scale,
𝐿𝑅𝑃𝐼 = 𝐷0

[9]

where D0 is the diameter of the nozzle outlet, for RPI is a very simple relation that allows for
approximations and insights into the behavior of liquid jets as discussed later in section {5.1}.
7

Although Rayleigh’s analysis is dated by today’s understanding, his work touched on many
of the fundamental connections between breakup and what Rayleigh called ‘superficial tension.’
This superficial tension (surface tension) is of course now understood to be the driving force
behind capillary breakup. Admittedly, Rayleigh’s own observations on wave-length and
circumference, were able to touch on the importance of the Laplace pressure, shown in equation
6, in forcing the flow out of the areas where the pressure is higher leading to a redistribution of the
mass in the liquid jet and the relative swelling of regions [24]. In fact, including the effects the
quiescent external medium, Eggers and Villermaux state that
𝛿𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 = 𝛿𝑝̅𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 cos(𝑘𝑧) 𝑰𝟎 (𝑘𝑟) & 𝛿𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 𝛿𝑝̅𝑎𝑖𝑟 cos(𝑘𝑧) 𝑲𝟎 (𝑘𝑟)

[ 10 ]

where 𝑰𝟎 & 𝑲𝟎 are modified Bessel functions, 𝑝̅ is the mean pressure, and k is the wave number.
The importance of this relationships is that the pressure of the liquid minus the pressure of the air
is found to equal the Laplace pressure, implying that surface tension is not only moving the fluid
contained inside the liquid jet, but that it is also moving the outer fluid surrounding the jet. This
extra responsibility is shown to slow down the instability, similar slowing of the instability can be
seen in sections {5.2.3 & 5.3.2} where due to the excessive motion of the fluid column the
instability of the jet is slowed.
Even more impressive is Rayleigh’s and Plateau’s combined insight into the importance of
surface tension in contracting the liquid column to decrease the overall surface area of the fluid.
Their insights into the role of surface tension in breaking up liquid jets are perhaps still the most
important contribution to the field of droplet dynamics, given that this fundamental phenomenon
is to this day inescapable as seen in sections {5.2.3 & 5.3.2}.

8

2.3.

Kelvin-Helmholtz and Shear Instability
Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability (KHI) also known as Shear Instability Theory, focuses on the

shear force at the boundary between the two fluids. This shear force is generated by the relative
velocity between the two fluids. The theory asserts that the shear force between the two fluids
causes surface waves to form at the boundary. Moreover, when the velocity difference between
the two fluids is great enough to overcome the stabilizing effects of the surface tension force, the
waves will grow and overturn effectively mixing and diffusing the two fluids into one another
[25].

Analytically KHI is relatively simple and at small perturbations yields itself well to
linearization. For instance, by using velocity potentials to represent the relative velocities of each
fluid:
𝑞1 = ∇𝛟𝟏

&

𝑞2 = ∇𝛟𝟐

[ 11 ]

where 𝑞1 & 𝑞2 are the relative velocities of fluid1 and fluid2 respectively, and ∇𝜙1 & ∇𝜙2 are the
gradients of the velocity potentials for fluid1 and fluid2 respectively [29]; the linearization of these
functions is made simple by Laplace’s equation.
∇2 𝛟 = 0

[ 12 ]

Then, assuming that the radial length scale of the jet is infinitesimal compared to the axial length
scale of the jet the velocity potentials of each fluid can be linearized to the form,
𝚽𝟏 = U1 𝑧 + 𝛷1

& 𝚽𝟐 = U2 𝑧 + 𝛷2

[ 13 ]

where 𝛷𝑖 ≪ 𝚽𝐢 . The perturbations are introduced as a function of some small disturbance of the
form 𝜉 = 𝐴 ei(𝑘𝑧−𝜔𝑡) with amplitude, A, as a function of wave number, k, and angular frequency,
ω. Then with this sinusoidal disturbance, the kinematic conditions of the fluid boundary become
9

𝜕𝜉
𝜕𝑡

+ 𝑈1

𝜕𝜉
𝜕𝑧

=

𝜕𝜙1
𝜕𝑟

&

𝜕𝜉
𝜕𝑡

+ 𝑈2

𝜕𝜉
𝜕𝑧

=

𝜕𝜙2
𝜕𝑟

[ 14 ]

This type of breakup is harder to quantify, but does have some experimental qualification.
Accounting for Laplace’s equation
̅1 𝑒 −𝑘𝑟+𝑖(𝑘𝑧−𝜔𝑡)
𝛷1 = 𝛷

&

̅2 𝑒 𝑘𝑟+𝑖(𝑘𝑧−𝜔𝑡)
𝛷2 = 𝛷

[ 15 ]

̅𝑖 is constant coefficients of unknown value [29]. Finally, solving for the eigenvalues, the
where 𝛷
angular frequency of these disturbances can be calculated by the equation shown below [29].

𝜔 = 𝑖𝑘

𝜌1 𝑈1 +𝜌2 𝑈2
𝜌1 +𝜌2

±𝑘

√𝜌1 𝜌2 (𝑈2 −𝑈1 )2 −(𝜌1 +𝜌2 )𝛾𝑘
𝜌1 +𝜌2

[ 16 ]

where the real part of the frequency, 𝜔, corresponds to the mean flow’s advection of the wave
long the fluid body [3]. The physical significance of this equation is that it shows that the effect of
the shear is always destabilizing. The above equation presents a limiting case for the continuous
velocity profile with a point of inflection [30].

Physically these disturbances can be imagined as vortex filaments placed at each point of
inflection in the surface waves such that the orientation of consecutive filaments is opposing as
shown in Figure 1.

⃑2
𝑈

⃑1
𝑈
Figure 1. Illustration of vortex placement to aid in the physical description of Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability.
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This orientation promotes the increase in amplitude of the perturbations, and when combined with
the relative velocity of these waves the formation of overturning billows is apparent. Lastly, to
quantify the necessary conditions required to overcome the stabilizing effects of the surface
tension, the following relation can be used [3]

𝑘 < 𝑘𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 =

𝜌1 𝜌2
(𝑈 −𝑈1 )2
𝜌1 +𝜌2 2

𝜎

=

2𝜋
𝜆

[ 17 ]

where λ is the wavelength of the disturbance. The physical significance detailed by the above
equation in its definition of a maximum wave number and thus a maximum wavelength for
which KHI is unstable or not overpowered by the stabilizing effects of the surface tension. This
definition of parameter boundary allows for specific system design with the goals of remaining
within the analytically derived minimum wavelength.

An interesting attribution of this theory is that the type of breakup associated with shear
instability relies on wavelengths smaller than a critical value. This preference for larger
wavelengths does not necessarily contradict the wavelength preference of RPI due to the fact that
the two instabilities often operate at different length scales. For instance, in addition to the
pseudo length scales of the boundary layer thicknesses, δ1 and δ2 for fluid 1 and fluid 2
respectively, the length scale of KHI is calculated by the following equation
𝜎
2
(∆𝑈)
2

𝑙𝐾𝐻𝐼 = 𝜌

[ 18 ]

where 𝜌2 is the density of the surrounding gas and ∆𝑈 is the relative velocity between the two
fluids. Therefore, it is possible for both theories to be correct, given that their mechanisms of
breakup are functionally different.
11

2.4.

Reconciliation
The differences between the Capillary and Shear instability theories often make them

different pursuits with little to know crossover in the field of droplet breakup; however, their
differences are not irreconcilable. Given the different mechanisms for liquid jet breakup relied on
by both theories it is possible to attempt to invoke both methods with a single experiment by
controlling the system parameter in such a way that the wavelength of the perturbations at the
capillary instability are below the analytically defined cut-off wavelength, refer to [3], while
simultaneously the perturbations at the scale of the KHI are less than the wave length defined
above in equation 16. While both of these parameters are looking for sufficiently small
wavelengths it should be noted that this system is not trivially found. The phenomena of
wavelength stretching as the liquid jet thins causes significant growth in the wavelength by the
time the jet is of small enough diameter to be in the KHI region. As noted by Eggers and
Villermaux (2008) capillary instability is not the dominant power at 𝑊𝑒 ≫ 1 [3]. In instances
where the inertial forces overpower the forces of surface tension Kelvin-Helmholtz Shear
Instability may be a valid method of perturbation given its reliance on a difference in velocity
between fluids.

There is possibility that in physically inducing the primary wavelengths for the liquid jet
there are unintentional sub-undulations created at the boundary of the liquid that travel along the
profile of the capillary surface waves. Moreover, as seen by the KHI length scale, as the relative
velocity of the liquid jet increases the length scale decreases dramatically. Therefore, given a liquid
jet of sufficient unperturbed diameter, 𝐿𝑅𝑃𝐼 ≫ 𝐿𝐾𝐻𝐼 , the effects of KHI will be infinitesimal when
12

compared to RPI. Therefore, it should be noted that even if these KHI micro-perturbations were
superimposed on the surface of the capillary waves, their influence would infinitesimal by
comparison. Physically this implies that the possibility of KHI in micro-scale DOD is insignificant,
except for in regions where the length scale of the jet has shrunk significantly enough to be on the
same order of magnitude as the 𝐿𝐾𝐻𝐼 .

Interestingly enough, the region right before the droplet breaks off from the primary liquid
column is known to become extremely thin just before pinch-off. In this region it is possible that
the effects of KHI are a major factor in the transport of fluid mass such that the droplet is able to
separate from the liquid column. To the extent of the author’s knowledge no experimental study
has been performed that specifically searches KHI in this region. This is most likely due to the
extreme difficulty in observing the phenomena occurring while the system of interest moves at a
velocity greater than ~107 times inquiry scale.

3. NUMERICAL MODELING
Due to the complex nature of droplet generation, some assumptions are made to simplify
the analysis.

1)

Since the fluid velocity involved is relatively small and the Mach number is
well below 0.3, the fluid is considered incompressible.

2)

Fluids are assumed to be Newtonian.

3)

The liquid and the gas flow are both treated as laminar based on the low
magnitude of the Reynolds number.
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With the above assumptions, the form of the Navier-Stokes equations are as follows:
ρ

∂𝐮
+ ρ(𝐮 ∙ ∇𝐮) = ∇[−p𝐈 + 𝛈(∇𝐮 + ∇𝐮T )] + 𝐅
∂t
∇∙𝐮=0

[ 19 ]
[ 20 ]

where: ρ is the fluid’s density in (kg/m3); u is the velocity vector (m/s); p is the pressure (Pa); η is
the dynamic viscosity (N·s/m2); F is the body force; and I is the identity matrix [30].

In order to track the interface between the liquid and the air, the level-set approach is
selected among many direct interface tracking approaches.

3.1.

Level-Set Method
The physics of the droplet generation process falls into the category of multi-phase flow in

fluid dynamics. Both the physical modeling and the numerical computation of this process present
quite a challenge because of the moving interface between the two phases. There are many methods
that can directly track phase interface, such as the phase-field method, the level-set method [30],
the volume-of-fluid method, the boundary element method (BEM) with an adaptive mesh [15],
and the front tracking method [31]. The level-set method was chosen for its simple formulation
and accuracy. The level-set method provide direct tracking of the interface by simple convection
of the interface with the flow field.

For the level-set approach, the interface is represented in space by the dimensionless
number ɸ [31]. ɸ varies from 0 to 1. During the phase initialization step of the level-set approach
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the distance to the initial interface, Dwi is calculated so that the solver can use ɸ to differentiate
between the two different fluids in the system. These two fluids are sorted so that for fluid 1 [30]:
ɸ0 =

1
1 + eDwi/∈

[ 21 ]

ɸ0 =

1
1 + e−Dwi/∈

[ 22 ]

and for fluid 2:

In this way the domains in which fluid 1 is present and the domains in which fluid 2 is
present will be properly filled with their respective fluids. This allows for the interface tracking
equation to solve for the volume fraction of the fluids to differentiate the two fluids and simulate
the movement of the ejected fluid. Regions of purely fluid 1 have a ɸ=0 and for those of fluid 2
ɸ=1, but for the areas where the regions meet, ɸ is between 0 and 1. The location of the interface
is determined by the contour of ɸ=0.5. This interface is solved for using the following equations
[10]:
∂ɸ
∇ɸ
+ 𝐮 ∙ ∇ɸ = γ∇ ∙ (ε∇ɸ − ɸ(1 − ɸ)
|∇ɸ|
∂t

[ 23 ]

where: γ is the reinitialization parameter (m/s) that is typically set as the maximum speed of the
flow and ε is the interface thickness controlling parameter (m) [23]. The density and dynamic
viscosity then becomes a function of the level-set function:
ρ = ρ1 + (ρ2 − ρ1 )ɸ

[ 24 ]

η = η1 + (η1 − η1 )ɸ

[ 25 ]

where: ρ1 and ρ2 are the densities and η1 and η2 are the dynamic viscosities of air and liquid
respectively.
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The combined body force vector F from equation (1) is broken down into its two parts:
gravity represented by Fg and surface tension represented by Fst. The definitions of the two parts
of body force F are listed below:
𝐅g = ρ𝐠

[ 26 ]

𝐅st = ∇ ∙ (σ(𝐈 − (𝐧𝐧𝐓 ))δ)

[ 27 ]

where: g is the gravity vector; σ is the surface tension (N/m); n is the vector normal to the interface;
and δ is a smoothing approximation of the Dirac delta function (1/m) defined as:
δ = 6|∇ɸ||ɸ(𝟏 − ɸ)|

3.2.

[ 28 ]

Numerical Model
The numerical model was implemented with the commercially available software

COMSOL 5.1. Given the symmetry of the geometry, the droplet system can be modeled axisymmetrically as a nozzle ejecting into an air channel ending in a wetted substrate boundary.
Figure 2 below, shows the configuration of the developed numerical model, and Table 1 gives the
properties of the fluid 1 (air) and fluid 2 (distilled water) used in the simulation model.
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Inlet Boundary:
Velocity Driving
Signal
b)
a)
Figure 2. a) Initial geometry of the model used in validation. The nozzle orifice and the initial interface are located at 26.5µm
along the z-axis. The diameters of the nozzle inlet and outlet are 79.5µm and 53µm respectively. The boundary conditions are
defined with descriptive callouts. Due to the negligible effects of gravity at this scale, the nozzle geometry is shown pointing
directly up. b) Droplet ejection just after pinch-off.

The production of droplets is controlled by a velocity driving signal applied to the inlet
boundary. The ejection of a droplet just after pinch-off is show in Figure 2 b), and the velocity of
the droplet at the nozzle exit was 5.5m/s. The droplet is shown ejecting upwards for convenience
as the effects of gravity are negligible at this length scale. Table 1 gives the properties of the fluid
1 (air) and fluid 2 (distilled water) used in the simulation model.
Table 1. Properties of Materials

Dynamic
Surface
Fluid #

Material

Density

(kg/m3)

Viscosity
Tension (N/m)
(N·s/m2)

Fluid 1

Air

1.225

1.789E-5

NA

Fluid 2

Distilled Water

1000

0.001

0.073
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4. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
Experimental results from Dong and Carr’s [2] were used in critical comparison to the
simulated results in order to validate the numerical model. The experiment used a 53μm diameter
75μm length nozzle pulsed by a bump mode piezo transducer to produce droplet breakup [2]. The
experimental results were recorded by measuring the position of the heads and tails of the main
droplet and satellite droplets using the notation shown in Figure 3.

Nozzle Orifice

Figure 3. Nomenclature of the droplet breakup points as used in the experimental results [19]. The droplets are shown ejecting
upwards. X1-X5 represent distances of different points on the droplet surfaces from the nozzle outlet. The points that X1-X5
reference are descriptively called out above.

To model the bump mode piezoelectric actuation of the distilled water, an inlet was
modeled at the same depth (75µm) and approximate diameter (79.5µm) as in the nozzle. Because
the displacement of the piezoelectric element is proportional to the voltage and velocity is the time
derivative of displacement, an equivalent velocity driving signal is calculated to emulate the
voltage driving signal in the literature, by taking the derivative of the voltage driving signal. The
properties of the air and distilled water were used to define the respective fluids in COMSOL. The
calculated velocity driving signal is show in Figure 4 below.
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Figure 4. Driving signal for the inlet velocity of the simulation. a) The early negative pulse helps reduce residual vibrations. b)
A fast positive pulse that forces the fluid out of the nozzle. c) Dwell time to let the inertia of the ejected fluid stretch and thin
the liquid column as no more fluid is ejected out. d) The negative pulse causes suction back into the nozzle and simulates the
contraction of the piezoelectric as it recharges on the second peak of the double-peak waveform. e) The small positive pulse
simulates the discharge or the piezo-element at the end of the second peak and it acts to help refill the nozzle.

In combination with the driving signal shown above, an inlet velocity magnitude of
~10.9m/s was selected to match the exit velocity with the experiments this helped achieve the
droplet formation shown by the experimental results.

Figure 5. Two-dimensional illustration of the droplet formation in the simulation of the experimental conditions.
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The simulation of the experimental results shown in Figure 5 show that shortly after droplet
ejection, the tail of the primary drop breaks up to form a short lived satellite droplet. This droplet
quickly recombined with the primary droplet as the size and undulations of the primary droplet
stabilized for its flight path. This is consistent with what the experiment showed for the same
droplet ejection conditions. The overall results of the simulation fit tightly with those found in the
experiment. The results of the experiment detailing the distance of head and tail points for primary
and satellite droplets from the nozzle over time were selected to compare with those of the
simulation, as shown in Figure 6. Overall, the simulation results agree very well with the
experimental data for the sophisticated droplet generation dynamics.

Figure 6. Comparison between experimental data and simulation [2].

5. MHz FREQUENCY DROPLET GENERATION
This section tests our hypothesis that a high ejection velocity is the key to achieve high
frequency droplet generation. Droplet generation was first observed at low frequencies for a given
driving signal. The same system was then tested for the same ejection velocity at a higher
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frequency of driving signal and droplet generation did not occur. When the ejection velocity was
increased to certain extent, droplet generation started to occur at the frequency of the driving
signal. Scaling analysis was used to help estimate the required ejection velocity at the new
frequency.

5.1.

Scaling Analysis
For the process of drop formation, even small changes in nozzle geometry, driving

frequency, input velocity, or fluid properties can have a great effect on the outcome. Because of
this, there is a great difficulty in identifying proper system parameters for a desired behavior.
Scaling analysis can provide approximate predictions of system behavior for different system
parameters.

As mentioned in section {2}, there are three primary forces that control the droplet
formation dynamics: inertia, surface tension, and viscous force. Each force acts on certain length
and time scales. Knowing the length and time scales of these forces allow for the identification the
driving and resisting forces of the phenomena observed at a given time and length scale during the
droplet formation process. With the scaling analysis, I am able to estimate the outcome of the
droplet formation dynamics from the input parameters [32].

Various timescales were used in comparison to help estimate what forces would dominate
the system for increasing frequencies and velocities. As previously mentioned, the analytical
portion of this study does not consider the effects of viscous shear or KHI; therefore, the following
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timescale analysis is based on the foundation laid out in section {2.1–2.2}. The relevant timescales
used in this present work are:
tf =

1
f

[ 29 ]

tU =

D0
U

[ 30 ]

ρD0 3
√
tσ =
σ

[ 31 ]

where: tf is the frequency timescale and f is the frequency of the driving signal; tU is the inertial
timescale and U is the magnitude of the ejection velocity; and tσ is the surface tension timescale
with Do is the characteristic length approximately defined as the nozzle diameter.

In a typical DOD jetting cycle, surface tension is what drives the breakup of droplets as
postulated in the Rayleigh-Plateau Instability Theory. In order to achieve high frequency droplet
generation, there is a need to match the droplet breakup frequency with the driving signal such that
droplet breakup can occur within one cycle of the driving signal. Therefore, the surface tension
needs to act faster than the driving signal cycle and thus the value of tσ needs to be less than the
value of tf. For this to be true for a given liquid (e.g., water), gives 𝐷0 < (𝑡𝑓 ⁄√𝜌/𝜎)

2/3

, which

relates the diameter of the nozzle orifice to the frequency of the desired drop formation for water
as seen in Figure 7. From this relationship, it becomes apparent that this regime of drop formation
has a theoretical upper limit dictated by the relationship between droplet breakup frequency and
nozzle diameter if surface tension is the primary driving force for the breakup. This observation
initially made by Rayleigh is one of the most important constraints that limits modern inkjet
productivity.
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Figure 7. The relationship between the maximum plausible droplet formation frequency and different nozzle diameter based
on scaling analysis. With points at 5µm, 10µm, and 50µm nozzle diameters.

Therefore, if the desired droplet generation frequency is greater than the upper frequency
limit for a given nozzle diameter defined by the relationship in Figure 7, other sources of energy,
such as kinetic energy, must provide support to drive the droplet breakup in the chosen time frame.

To continue analyzing the conditions under which droplet breakup occurs, it is necessary
to identify three essential forces that exist in both the liquid and the air, involved in the
development of droplets. These force scales are used to help find what force is acting as the primary
driving force. The relevant controlling forces can be estimated as the following [24]:
Fp = ρU 2 D20

[ 32 ]

Fσ = σD0

[ 33 ]

Fvis = ηUD0

[ 34 ]

where: Fp are the inertial forces, Fσ are the surface tension (capillary) forces, Fvis are the viscous
forces. When the density of air is used for calculation, Fp becomes the inertial force of the air
exerted on the liquid (i.e., the aerodynamic force or the air resistance). These three simplified
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forces were used to investigate the balance of forces in the transition from the first to second windinduced regimes; however, differing approximations and more complex analyses do exist
depending on the application and areas of specific interest [32] [33]. Figure 8 below, shows the
point where the inertial force from the air overcomes the surface tension force of the distilled
water. The ratio of these two driving forces is best described by Weber’s number, We, shown in
equation 1.

Figure 8. Illustration of two of the driving forces for droplet breakup, inertial force of the air (i.e., the aerodynamic force or the
air resistance) in solid red (lower) and surface tension force of the water in solid blue (upper) vs. ejection velocity for the 5µm
nozzle and the 50µm nozzle respectively.

Our goal is to increase the deposition rate by speeding up current DOD drop formation into
the MHz range from current ~10 kHz range for the production of similar sized droplets at much
faster rates, the force analysis of interest becomes the balance of the inertial force of the air with
the surface tension forces.

5.2.

5μm Nozzle
A small nozzle size was used on the first set of simulations, and the actual nozzle diameter

was chosen to be 5µm. Prior consideration of the length and time scales showed that there is a
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theoretical soft upper limit for the frequency of droplet generation at any given nozzle size. For
nozzles of 5μm in diameter, the analysis of the system’s length and time scales shows that breakup
solely due capillary pinching is still likely for droplet generation at frequencies up to ~764 kHz,
as evident in Table 2 below:
Table 2. Calculations for the values of the frequency and surface tension timescales with their difference used to estimate the
frequency at which the droplet ejection will have to rely on other forces in addition to surface tension to obtain breakup.

Diameter

ρ

η

σ

(m)

(kg/m^3)

(N*s/m^2)

(N/m)

5.00E-06

1000

1.00E-03

0.073

Frequency

tf

tσ

tf-tσ

(MHz)

(µs)

(µs)

(µs)

0.1

10

1.31

>0

0.764

1.31

1.31

=0

1

1

1.31

<0

2.5

0.4

1.31

<0

While this is an estimate of the upper limit for capillary pinching, the purpose of this study
was to still produce droplets uniformly beyond this limit with a greater magnitude of input energy.
Therefore, to develop a better understanding of the role input energy density plays in the formation
of droplets at increasing frequencies, droplet generation from a 5μm nozzle is studied for velocity
driving signal frequencies of 100 kHz, 1 MHz, and 2.5 MHz.
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The dimensions of the 5µm diameter nozzle geometry are 10μm in diameter at the inlet
and 5μm at the outlet, 25μm in nozzle inlet length, with a 0.1mm channel length (refer to Fig. 1).
To help analyze the simulation and obtain graphical data of the droplet generation, the leading and
lagging points of every droplet were plotted with the following notation shown in Figure 9 below.

Figure 9. An illustration of the notation style used to describe points of droplet breakup. The droplets are shown traveling
upward. The nozzle would be below the frame of reference shown in the illustration above.

5.2.1.

100 kHz
For the 5µm diameter of the nozzle, 100 kHz is at relatively low frequency because the

timescale of the surface tension is well within one cycle of the driving signal. The breakup behavior
of the 5μm nozzle diameter droplet model at 100 kHz was found at ~20m/s ejection velocity.
Figure 10 shows the distance from the nozzle vs. time for the first 5 droplets formed. Each colored
marker represents the head and tail of a droplet. From the nearly parallel change of the positions
of the head and tail for each droplet, it can be seen that the deformation and oscillation of the
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droplets are negligible. As can also be seen from the nearly equal interval between different
markers, the droplets are produced at a nearly constant rate and uniformly distributed, which is a
desirable outcome for industrial applications. The droplets show deceleration over time mostly due
to the resistive force of the air drag.

a)
b)
Figure 10. a) Two dimensional illustrations of droplets travelling along the air channel at four equally spaced distinct instants
in time during the droplet generation. b) Distance from nozzle of droplet heads (leading pictorial marker) and tails (lagging
pictorial marker) as a function of time.

5.2.2.

1 MHz
The analysis of the timescales shown in Table 2 predicts that for a frequency of 1 MHz

more than just the efforts of the surface tension forces will be required for droplet generation at a
rate of one droplet per driving signal cycle. The results of running the simulation at a higher
frequency with an ejection velocity of ~20 m/s as shown before are shown below in Figure 11.
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b)
a)
Figure 11. Shows the results of running the simulation at 1MHz with the same magnitude of the ejection velocity as used at 100
kHz. a) A two dimensional illustration of the fluctuations in the liquid column. Notice that no attempt at droplet ejection is
observed instead the low energy is only capable of pushing out small amounts of liquid and making outer surface fluctuate. b)
The study of the distance from the nozzle vs. time shows that the increase in liquid volume outside the nozzle with every velocity
pulse mimics a harmonic decay in the fluctuation of the mass.

Figure 11 shows that the subsequent fluid ejections did not result in droplet formation but
rather that the growing mass of fluid had an increasing damping effect on the energy ejected. The
simulation results for the 1 MHz driving frequency are shown below in Figure 12 and seem to
corroborate hypothesis for the need to increase the magnitude of the ejection velocity.

a)
b)
Figure 12. Shows the ejection of droplets and their flight through the air channel. a) A two dimensional illustration of the
droplets traveling down the air channel at four distinct instances in time. Notice that the liquid tail is still shown recoiling into
the primary droplet even at a slightly greater distance from the nozzle. This is primarily due to the greater speed at which the
droplets are traveling and the drag of the aerodynamic forces on the droplet at this greater speed. b) Distance from the nozzle
of the droplet heads and tails as a function of time for a 5µm nozzle diameter driven at 1 MHz.
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For the droplet generation at 1 MHz shown in Figure 12 b) the ejection velocity was
found to be ~30m/s. At this ejection velocity the magnitude of the air resistance is 27.1 nN
while the surface tension is at 364 nN. Since the air resistance is close to 10% of the surface
tension force, it starts to play an assistive role to shorten the time scale of the droplet
breakup (i.e., beyond the timescale of the surface tension). In comparison with the 100 kHz
case, which has an abrupt thinning; the thinning at this frequency was much more gradual,
which suggests that the air resistance is playing a role in the thinning process. Unlike
previous simulations, the droplets show clear signs of deformation after breaking from the
liquid column as shown in Figure 12 b), as indicated by the difference between the droplet
head and the droplet tail. This is primarily due to the large influence of the air’s inertial force
at this level. The inertia of the air, as a reactionary force, is increased by the inertia of the
ejecting liquid. Figure 12 a) contains illustrative snapshots of the droplet breakup behavior shown
above. Each frame shows the recoil of the liquid tail into the primary droplet causing the droplet
to deform and oscillate back to its spherical equilibrium.

5.2.3.

2.5 MHz
The simulation of the droplet generation for 2.5 MHz at the same ejection velocity as at 1

MHz, produced ripples in the growing liquid column, but failed to produce droplets. In order to
produce one droplet per cycle of the driving signal, I increased the ejection velocity to ~50m/s.
The results the droplet generation processes are shown in Figure 13.
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b)
a)
Figure 13. a) A two dimensional illustration of the droplet generation driven at 2.5 MHZ with sufficient input energy to cause
droplet formation. b) Distance from the nozzle of the droplet heads and tails as a function of time for a 5µm nozzle diameter
driven at 2.5 MHz. In this system the droplets did not pinch-off at the nozzle exit but were carried out away from the nozzle by
the next ejection of fluid.

Unlike the 1 MHz case shown in Figure 12, the separation of the droplets occurs further
away from the nozzle as shown in Figure 13 a), possibly because the surface tension breakup is
slower than the cycle of the driving signal. This causes a delay (i.e. the droplets are not fully
generated within their driving cycle) in the breakup of the droplets; however, the droplets are still
generated at the same frequency as the driving signal. As can be seen from Figure 13, the droplets
can still be produced uniformly. The magnitude of the air resistance is at 75.3 nN but is still less
than the forces of the surface tension at 364 nN. With the aerodynamic forces at ~20% of the
surface tension forces, it is clear that both will play a major role in the droplet breakup behavior.

5.3.

50μm Nozzle
In order to increase the printing speed of DOD jetting, the material deposition rate (i.e.,

volume of materials deposited per unit time) needs to be improved. Droplet volume is critical to
this mission; therefore, the formation of larger droplets at a high frequency is of particular interest
to us. Because of this, I will investigate the droplet breakup behavior for droplet size of ~50µm.
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The upper cap for the frequency of the driving signal was found at ~24.2kHz, as evident in Table
3 below.
Table 3. Calculations for the values of the frequency and surface tension timescales with their difference used to estimate the
frequency at which the droplet ejection will have to rely on other forces in addition to surface tension to obtain breakup.

Diameter

η

σ

(m)

ρ (kg/m3)

(N*s/m2)

(N/m)

5.00E-05

1000

1.00E-03

0.073

Frequency

tf

tσ

tf-tσ

(kHz)

(µs)

(µs)

(µs)

10

100

41.3

>0

24.2

41.3

41.3

=0

100

10

41.3

<0

1000

1

41.3

<0

To develop a better understanding of the role input energy density plays in the formation
of droplets at increasing frequencies, droplet generation from a 50μm nozzle is studied for input
values at 10 kHz and 100 kHz.
The dimensions of the nozzle in this section are 50µm diameter at the outlet and a 230μm
nozzle diameter at the inlet with a distance of 200μm between the inlet and outlet. The air channel
length was set at 2mm, and the dimensions choices used in this section were picked to standardize
the sizes that were based on the scaling analysis.
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5.3.1.

10 kHz
The breakup behavior of the 50μm nozzle diameter droplet model at 10 kHz was found at

~5m/s ejection velocity, which is comparable to the typical ejection velocity of the commercial
inkjet printheads (typically ~5 to 10 m/s) for this droplet size. Figure 14 b), below shows the
distance from the nozzle vs. time for the first 5 droplets formed. The visualization of the droplet
breakup is shown in Figure 14 a).

a)
b)
Figure 14. a) Shows an illustration of the droplet breakup and flight in the air channel at a 10 kHz frequency for the velocity
driving signal. b) A graphical representation of the distance from the nozzle of the droplet heads and tails as a function of time
for a 50µm nozzle diameter driven at 10 kHz. Droplets are shown to exceed the nozzle diameter.

The droplet generation shown above shows the formation of distinct droplets with only
minor oscillations in the droplet shape after breakup form the liquid column. These oscillations
are shown by the change in the length of the droplet from top to bottom right after breaking off
from the fluid still connected to the nozzle. This growth is seen in the waves in the curves that plot
the position of the droplet points from the nozzle. This stable behavior is also consistent given the
similarity in the size of the droplets as shown above. The common behavior of temporary satellite
droplet formation is observed early in the process, just after ejection. The satellites quickly
recombine with their respective primary droplets. The clear presence of droplet deformation and
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oscillations, even though the droplets were ejected at a relatively low velocity, is due to the larger
mass of the ~50µm diameter droplets compared to their ~5µm counterparts shown earlier. With
this low ejection velocity, the air resistance is only 75.3 nN making it about 2% of the surface
tension forces at 3.64 µN. Therefore, air resistance does not play a major role in the breakup behave
of the droplets at this frequency.

5.3.2.

100 kHz
When the model was run at 100 kHz with the same ejection velocity as the 10 kHz case,

each pulse of the driving signal caused the liquid mass forming at the end of the nozzle to grow in
volume, but continued to lack sufficient energy for droplets to be ejected. Instead each burst of
fluid from the droplet just caused the liquid mass to wiggle and grow. For droplet generation solely
due to the forces of surface tension, the scaling analysis predicted that the maximum frequency
possible for 50µm nozzles was ~24.2 kHz (Table 3). Therefore, I chose to investigate droplet
generation at 100 kHz to ensure that the effects of the air resistance would play a significant role
in the droplet breakup. I found that an ejection velocity of ~15m/s was necessary for generating
droplets at the same frequency as the driving signal. The measurements of the distance from the
nozzle versus time are shown in Figure 15 b).
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a)
b)
Figure 15. a) Two dimensional illustration of the droplet generation from a 50µm nozzle driven at 100k kHz with sufficient
inlet energy to cause droplet ejection. Here we see how the aerodynamic forces of the air cause a concave shape in the following
droplet; this phenomenon helps to slow down the droplets following the first to allow the first sufficient distance and time to
stretch, thin, and pinch-off. b) Distance from nozzle of the heads and tails of droplets as a function of time for the 50um nozzle
diameter driven at 100 kHz.

Unlike the 10 kHz case shown in Figure 14, as approximately 20% of the surface tension
forces, which are at 3.64 µN, while the magnitude of the air resistance is at 678 nN. Consequently,
the 2.5 MHz 5µm case shown in Figure 13 a), the air resistance plays a significant role in the
droplet breakup at this frequency and length scale. Similarly, droplets are still generated at the
same frequency as the driving signal, despite the delay caused by the surface tension breakup
occurring slower than the cycle of the driving signal. This is possibly the reason for the separation
of droplet further away from the nozzle than in the 10 kHz case shown in Figure 14 a). The droplets
can still be produced uniformly as shown in Figure 15 a).

The unusual shape of all the droplet heads is most likely the result of the air resistance pushing
them outwards and increasing their surface area. After the leading droplet pinches off form the
liquid column, a cavity is formed by the extended arm of the following droplet swinging up and
catching the escaping tail. One possible explanation for this behavior is that the surface tension
was only capable of overcoming the air resistance pushing on the following droplet, after the load
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of the leading droplet was relieved by its breakup from the liquid column. This phenomenon is
shown in the third instance of time and by the appearance of a short-lived cavity in Figure 15 a)
and b) respectively.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The function of this paper was to investigate possible approaches to boost the frequency of
drop-on-demand droplet generation for both industrial and scientific applications. First, I reviewed
the literature on droplet generation dynamics and found little research on the dynamics at high
frequency. In order to study the droplet generation dynamics at high frequency, I developed a
numerical model to simulate the droplet generation process using the level-set approach and
validated the numerical model with experimental data obtained from literature. Aided by a scaling
analysis, which showed the droplet breakup frequency was limited by the timescale of surface
tension, simulations with the experimentally validated model were performed to test the hypothesis
that increasing the ejection velocity would help increase the droplet breakup frequency to beyond
the limit imposed by surface tension. It was found when ejection velocity is increased to a certain
extent such that the air resistance is comparable to surface tension, the droplet generation
frequency can be increased to beyond the current commercial DOD frequency of ~10 kHz to ~100
kHz or even ~1 MHz.
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APPENDICIES

A) Matlab Code for Validation Post Processing
%POST PROCESSING FOR THE VALIDATION

clear all
clf
clc
%%
Experimental_X1=(1e6)*[3.58714000000000;12.2972000000000;21.2605000000000;31.2526000000000;38.16
68000000000;44.0567000000000;52.7668000000000;57.8865000000000;65.31290000000
00;71.7146000000000;108.067000000000;77.6039000000000;82.4671000000000;86.817
9000000000;90.1423000000000;97.0572000000000;102.435000000000;111.64600000000
0;117.021000000000;119.066000000000;122.646000000000;126.483000000000;129.295
000000000;133.391000000000;136.203000000000;139.270000000000;143.364000000000
;146.946000000000;150.526000000000;153.595000000000;156.153000000000;160.7570
00000000;161.774000000000;165.613000000000;166.629000000000;171.237000000000;
174.305000000000;175.834000000000;180.185000000000;181.203000000000;188.62100
0000000;183.501000000000;191.177000000000;194.757000000000;197.571000000000;1
99.098000000000;203.194000000000;206.518000000000;208.048000000000;212.911000
000000;218.545000000000;219.305000000000;222.886000000000;223.391000000000;22
6.973000000000;231.578000000000;235.160000000000;239.254000000000;242.0640000
00000;244.365000000000;248.715000000000;251.527000000000;255.109000000000;257
.151000000000;259.193000000000;262.520000000000;264.818000000000;270.19500000
0000;272.494000000000;275.819000000000;279.143000000000;281.955000000000;282.
972000000000;283.990000000000;289.878000000000;291.921000000000;294.990000000
000;296.520000000000;300.871000000000;303.424000000000;308.288000000000;314.4
34000000000;318.527000000000;322.110000000000;326.716000000000;329.5280000000
00;336.186000000000;338.486000000000;342.580000000000;345.905000000000;349.23
0000000000;352.810000000000;360.229000000000;366.366000000000;373.78400000000
0;380.434000000000;385.287000000000;390.144000000000;400.384000000000;404.723
000000000;411.375000000000;416.999000000000;425.186000000000;431.578000000000
;440.282000000000;445.904000000000];
TimeX1=(1e-6)*[-1.73496000000000e-07;7.55432000000000e07;2.07076000000000;2.99993000000000;4.04442000000000;4.93416000000000;5.8630
9000000000;6.86859000000000;7.99045000000000;8.99619000000000;15.841600000000
0;9.96321000000000;10.9687000000000;11.9354000000000;12.9792000000000;13.9464
000000000;14.7974000000000;17.1173000000000;18.2001000000000;18.9732000000000
;20.0943000000000;21.1382000000000;22.1819000000000;22.9940000000000;23.92180
00000000;25.1587000000000;26.0867000000000;27.0533000000000;28.2130000000000;
29.1022000000000;29.7982000000000;31.1126000000000;32.1560000000000;33.006700
0000000;34.1273000000000;35.0554000000000;36.0605000000000;37.1812000000000;3
8.1093000000000;39.0368000000000;41.0472000000000;40.0803000000000;42.0136000
000000;43.2120000000000;43.9852000000000;45.2604000000000;46.1112000000000;47
.1550000000000;48.1598000000000;49.2425000000000;50.0163000000000;51.05960000
00000;52.1034000000000;53.0308000000000;53.9973000000000;55.2346000000000;56.
1239000000000;57.0905000000000;58.2887000000000;59.1005000000000;60.183100000
0000;61.1496000000000;62.0775000000000;63.1983000000000;64.3191000000000;65.0
152000000000;66.1747000000000;67.0257000000000;68.1079000000000;69.0358000000
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000;70.1182000000000;71.1233000000000;72.1666000000000;73.0940000000000;74.21
56000000000;75.1432000000000;76.1097000000000;77.0759000000000;78.04260000000
00;79.2794000000000;80.1690000000000;81.1747000000000;82.2186000000000;83.107
9000000000;84.1519000000000;85.1570000000000;86.1628000000000;87.051800000000
0;88.0571000000000;89.1009000000000;90.1061000000000;91.1499000000000;93.1990
000000000;95.1706000000000;97.2583000000000;99.2686000000000;101.394000000000
;103.134000000000;105.068000000000;107.387000000000;109.165000000000;111.2140
00000000;113.302000000000;115.389000000000;117.052000000000;119.371000000000]
;
Experimental_X2=(1e6)*[9.49205000000000;16.6620000000000;24.0888000000000;29.4645000000000;33.55
92000000000;40.2183000000000;44.8238000000000;48.6624000000000;54.80640000000
00;61.4636000000000;66.5856000000000;71.9603000000000;77.3364000000000;83.484
7000000000;86.5517000000000;92.9535000000000;98.8427000000000;104.98700000000
0;110.107000000000;113.432000000000;120.091000000000;130.339000000000;133.406
000000000;138.013000000000;141.595000000000;145.689000000000;151.064000000000
;156.185000000000;158.740000000000;164.627000000000;168.211000000000;174.3550
00000000;178.704000000000;186.135000000000;192.021000000000;194.580000000000;
199.444000000000;203.279000000000;212.245000000000;219.160000000000;226.33000
0000000;230.938000000000;235.034000000000;239.125000000000;242.451000000000;2
45.006000000000;249.099000000000;254.990000000000;256.007000000000;259.074000
000000;258.808000000000;262.392000000000;269.561000000000;271.862000000000;27
3.649000000000;276.716000000000;281.834000000000;281.828000000000;285.4080000
00000;288.219000000000;289.238000000000;293.844000000000;296.398000000000;305
.099000000000;313.032000000000;320.707000000000;328.383000000000;337.08100000
0000;343.478000000000;352.434000000000;357.800000000000;364.966000000000;370.
075000000000;378.264000000000;383.119000000000;392.332000000000;399.749000000
000];
TimeX2=(1e6)*[28.9584000000000;30.0802000000000;31.1634000000000;32.2076000000000;33.13
56000000000;34.0255000000000;35.1854000000000;36.0748000000000;37.23500000000
00;38.3567000000000;39.0918000000000;40.2519000000000;41.2574000000000;41.915
4000000000;43.0751000000000;44.0808000000000;45.0478000000000;46.130800000000
0;47.1749000000000;48.0642000000000;49.0700000000000;50.0765000000000;51.1588
000000000;52.2029000000000;53.1308000000000;54.0975000000000;55.1803000000000
;56.0313000000000;57.1135000000000;58.3124000000000;59.0471000000000;60.24600
00000000;61.3286000000000;61.9868000000000;63.3016000000000;63.8816000000000;
64.8484000000000;66.1627000000000;67.1304000000000;68.0976000000000;69.219400
0000000;70.0316000000000;70.8051000000000;72.1967000000000;73.0474000000000;7
4.1683000000000;75.2895000000000;75.9860000000000;76.9907000000000;78.2277000
000000;79.2707000000000;80.0055000000000;81.2046000000000;82.0550000000000;82
.9439000000000;84.1036000000000;85.3409000000000;86.0363000000000;87.15740000
00000;88.2784000000000;89.0513000000000;90.0953000000000;91.3321000000000;93.
3428000000000;95.1216000000000;97.2480000000000;99.1812000000000;101.46200000
0000;103.086000000000;105.136000000000;107.339000000000;108.963000000000;111.
166000000000;113.099000000000;115.109000000000;117.159000000000;119.401000000
000];
Experimental_X3=(1e6)*[159.090000000000;162.929000000000;164.716000000000;168.553000000000;173.1
61000000000;175.715000000000;175.707000000000;179.289000000000;183.3830000000
00;187.475000000000;189.006000000000;193.870000000000;197.195000000000;197.18
5000000000];
TimeX3=(1e6)*[46.1413000000000;47.0306000000000;47.9969000000000;49.0021000000000;49.93
02000000000;51.0511000000000;52.0557000000000;52.9836000000000;53.91160000000
00;55.1874000000000;56.0376000000000;56.9658000000000;58.0096000000000;59.168
6000000000];
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Experimental_X4=(1e6)*[157.296000000000;151.134000000000;148.563000000000;147.274000000000;146.4
99000000000;152.135000000000;157.767000000000;161.860000000000;166.9790000000
00;171.842000000000;178.244000000000;185.159000000000;190.535000000000;194.37
3000000000;197.956000000000];
TimeX4=(1e6)*[46.0637000000000;46.9897000000000;47.8778000000000;48.6889000000000;49.26
83000000000;49.9648000000000;51.0090000000000;52.0530000000000;53.17440000000
00;54.1798000000000;55.1469000000000;56.1528000000000;57.1583000000000;58.163
6000000000;58.8983000000000];
Experimental_X5=(1e6)*[8.87521000000000;12.4607000000000;15.0185000000000;17.3187000000000;20.38
87000000000;21.6612000000000;23.9633000000000;29.0542000000000;26.51750000000
00;28.0477000000000;27.5280000000000;29.3004000000000;28.2655000000000;26.208
2000000000;25.9439000000000;24.6536000000000;24.1322000000000;22.074600000000
0;18.4785000000000;16.1652000000000;13.8506000000000;11.7933000000000;12.8140
000000000;12.8071000000000;11.5184000000000;11.7659000000000;9.70967000000000
;10.4730000000000;12.0052000000000;13.0249000000000;14.2983000000000;14.80720
00000000;12.4929000000000;13.5126000000000;12.4764000000000;10.4205000000000;
8.36255000000000;7.07620000000000;5.78720000000000;4.75659000000000;3.2144900
0000000;3.46165000000000;4.22627000000000;4.98857000000000;5.74922000000000;6
.25643000000000;7.27218000000000;8.80306000000000;10.3369000000000;12.6364000
000000;13.3993000000000;12.6228000000000;14.6692000000000;12.8271000000000;14
.6616000000000;12.6043000000000;12.8555000000000;14.6451000000000;15.41000000
00000;12.8399000000000;13.6036000000000;13.8560000000000;11.5401000000000;11.
0160000000000;11.0196000000000;11.2691000000000];
TimeX5=(1e6)*[41.1282000000000;41.6312000000000;42.3657000000000;43.2548000000000;44.06
67000000000;45.1874000000000;45.8446000000000;50.2114000000000;47.00420000000
00;47.9703000000000;48.7816000000000;51.4091000000000;52.4907000000000;53.185
7000000000;54.1129000000000;55.0785000000000;56.0829000000000;56.816600000000
0;57.5499000000000;58.2063000000000;59.0172000000000;59.7122000000000;60.2919
000000000;61.1032000000000;61.8757000000000;62.9189000000000;63.4980000000000
;64.1936000000000;64.9279000000000;65.6236000000000;66.6283000000000;67.09200
00000000;67.8643000000000;68.5599000000000;69.7960000000000;70.3365000000000;
71.1088000000000;71.6108000000000;72.4219000000000;73.0012000000000;73.425900
0000000;74.5077000000000;75.0488000000000;75.8603000000000;76.8649000000000;7
7.5218000000000;78.6811000000000;79.5699000000000;80.1111000000000;81.0775000
000000;81.8117000000000;82.6615000000000;83.2414000000000;88.7658000000000;84
.1300000000000;84.8250000000000;85.4432000000000;86.0617000000000;86.56410000
00000;87.2591000000000;87.9160000000000;88.3797000000000;89.3451000000000;90.
6586000000000;90.2336000000000;91.0450000000000];
%model=mphload('Validated Model A.mph')
%%
model=mphload('Validated_Model_B.mph')
%
%
%
%

disp('Input Parameters:')
disp('Nozzle Inlet Velocity-10.9 [m/s]')
disp('Reinitialization Parameter-16 [m/s]')
disp('Interface Thickness-3e-6 [m]')

tsol=mphsolinfo(model, 'solname', 'sol3');
tlist=tsol.solvals;
%%
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[r,z]=meshgrid(0,0:0.5e-6:500e-6);
R=r';
Z=z';
R_Z=[R;Z];
%%
vf=mphinterp(model,{'tpf.Vf2', 't'}, 'coord', R_Z, 't', tlist, 'dataset',
'dset3', 'Coorderr', 'on');
Vf=vf';
%%
Vfmap=(Vf>0.5);
M=length(tlist);
N=length(Z);
zstep(1)=z(1,:);
zstep(length(Z))=z(end);
z0=zstep(1);
zE=zstep(length(z));
Zstep=(zE-z0)/length(z);
tstep(1)=0;
tstep(length(tlist))=100e-6;
%%
for jj=1:M
count1=1;
count2=1;
for ii=N:-1:2
if Vfmap(ii,jj)==0 && Vfmap((ii-1),jj)==1;
droplethead(count1,jj)=ii-1;
count1=count1+1;
elseif Vfmap(ii,jj)==1 && Vfmap((ii-1),jj)==0;
droplettail(count2,jj)=ii;
count2=count2+1;
elseif count1>4 || count2>4
break;
end
end
end
DropletHeadCoors=droplethead*Zstep+z0;
DropletTailCoors=droplettail*Zstep+z0;

%%
x1=DropletHeadCoors(1,:);
count3=1;
count4=1;
for dd=1:210;
DHC2=((DropletHeadCoors(2,:)>0)-(DropletHeadCoors(3,:)>0));
DHC2find=find(DHC2);
DHC3=(DropletHeadCoors(3,:)>0);
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DHC3find=find(DHC3);
if DHC2(1,dd)==1
DHC2F(count3)=DHC2find(1,count3);
x5(count3)=DropletHeadCoors(2,DHC2F(count3));
count3=count3+1;
elseif count4>length(DHC3find)
continue
elseif length(DropletHeadCoors(:,dd)>0)==3
DHC3F(count4)=DHC3find(1,count4);
x4(count4)=DropletHeadCoors(2,DHC3F(count4));
x5(count4)=DropletHeadCoors(3,DHC3F(count4));
count4=count4+1;
end
end
count5=1;
count6=0;
for c=1:210
if DropletTailCoors(2,c)==0
x2(1,c)=DropletTailCoors(1, c);
end
if (DropletTailCoors(2,c)>0)==1;
x3(count5)=DropletTailCoors(1, c);
x2(1,c)=DropletTailCoors(2, c);
count5=count5+1;
end
end
%%
%to plot the experimental distances from nozzle vs time on same plot that
will later have the
%simulation distances from nozzle vs time
% figure(2021001)
figure(1)
plot(TimeX1, Experimental_X1, 'b-', 'linewidth', 2)
hold on
axis ij
axis([0 120e-6 0 5e-4])
plot(TimeX2, Experimental_X2, 'r-', 'linewidth', 2)
plot(TimeX3, Experimental_X3, 'k-', 'linewidth', 2)
plot(TimeX4, Experimental_X4, 'g-', 'linewidth', 2)
plot(TimeX5, Experimental_X5, 'c-', 'linewidth', 2)
plot(tlist, x1, 'b--', 'linewidth', 2)
plot(tlist, x2, 'r--', 'linewidth', 2)
if length(DropletTailCoors(:,1))==2
tlist3=tlist(DropletTailCoors(2,:)>0);
plot(tlist3, x3, 'k--', 'linewidth', 2)
end
if length(DropletHeadCoors(:,1))==2
tlist4=tlist(DHC3find);
tlist5=tlist(DHC3find);
plot(tlist4, x4, 'g--', 'linewidth', 2)
plot(tlist5, x5, 'c--', 'linewidth', 2)
end
if length(DropletHeadCoors(:,1))==3
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tlist4=tlist(DHC3find);
tlist5=tlist(DHC3find);
plot(tlist4, x4, 'g--', 'linewidth', 2)
plot(tlist5, x5, 'c--', 'linewidth', 2)
end
Leg=legend('Experimental x1', 'Experimental x2', 'Experimental x3',
'Experimental x4', 'Experimental x5','Simulated x1', 'Simulated x2',
'Simulated x3', 'Simulated x4', 'Simulated x5', 'Location', 'southwest');
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Distance from Nozzle (m)')
set(gca, 'FontSize', 28)
set(gca, 'FontName', 'Times New Roman')
set(0, 'DefaultLineMarkerSize', 3)
% set(Leg,'color', [1.0 0.925 0.95])
% set(gca, 'color', [0.95 0.925 0.95])
% set(gcf, 'color', [0.95 0.925 0.95])
% title('Distance from Nozzle vs Time for Comparison of Experimental Data and
Simulation')
hold off

%%
%To find the percent error between the experimental data and the data
%calculated by the simulation
pX1=padarray(Experimental_X1',[0 length(x1)-length(Experimental_X1')],
'pre');
pX2=padarray(Experimental_X2',[0 length(x2)-length(Experimental_X2')],
'pre');
pX3=padarray(Experimental_X3',[0 length(x3)-length(Experimental_X3')],
'pre');
pX4=padarray(Experimental_X4',[0 length(x4)-length(Experimental_X4')],
'pre');
pX5=padarray(Experimental_X5',[0 length(x5)-length(Experimental_X5')],
'pre');
eX1=abs(((pX1-x1)/pX1)*100);
eX2=abs(((pX2-x2)/pX2)*100);
eX3=abs(((pX3-x3)/pX3)*100);
eX4=abs(((pX4-x4)/pX4)*100);
eX5=abs(((pX5-x5)/pX5)*100);
eX=[eX1, eX2, eX3, eX4, eX5]
figure(2)
bar(eX1)
hold on
bar(eX2)
bar(eX3)
bar(eX4)
bar(eX5)
xlabel('Points from Droplet Evolution [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5] Respectively')
ylabel('Percent Error [%]')
% title('Percent Error for each Point During Droplet Evolution')
set(gca, 'FontSize', 18)
set(gca, 'FontName', 'Times New Roman')
set(0, 'DefaultLineMarkerSize', 3)
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legend('eX1', 'eX2', 'eX3', 'eX4', 'eX5')
hold off
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B) Matlab Code for Results Post Processing
clear all
clc

%Open/Load a particular COMSOL simulation file
mymodel=mphload('Test-50um-100kHz_success')
%Extract the time frame for the simulation
tsol=mphsolinfo(mymodel, 'solname', 'sol3');
tlist=tsol.solvals;
%Define all the points for the
[r,z]=meshgrid(2.5e-7,0:2e-7:1.5e-3);
R=r';
Z=z';
R_Z=[R;Z];
vf=mphinterp(mymodel,{'tpf.Vf2', 't'}, 'coord', R_Z, 't', tlist, 'dataset',
'dset3', 'Coorderr', 'on');
Vf=vf';
RR_ZZ=meshgrid(0, 0);
v = mphinterp(mymodel,'tpf.U','coord',R_Z, 't', tlist,'dataset','dset3',
'Coorderr','on');
V=max(v);

Vfmap=(Vf>0.5);
M=length(tlist);
N=length(Z);
zstep(1)=z(1,:);
zstep(length(Z))=z(end);
z0=zstep(1);
zE=zstep(length(z));
Zstep=(zE-z0)/length(z);
tstep(1)=0;
tstep(length(tlist))=(1/(1e3))/100;

for jjj=1:M
count1=1;
count2=1;
for iii=N:-1:2
if Vfmap(iii,jjj)==0 && Vfmap((iii-1),jjj)==1;
droplethead(count1,jjj)=iii-1;
count1=count1+1;
elseif Vfmap(iii,jjj)==1 && Vfmap((iii-1),jjj)==0;
droplettail(count2,jjj)=iii;
count2=count2+1;
elseif count1>10 || count2>10
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break;
end
end
end
if count1>1
DropletHeadCoors=droplethead*Zstep+z0;
if count2>1
DropletTailCoors=droplettail*Zstep+z0;
end
end
% % % % for iiii=1:length(DropletHeadCoors(1,:))
% % % % newH(iiii)=DropletHeadCoors(find(DropletHeadCoors(iiii,:)));
% % % % end
% % % % for jjjj=1:length(DropletTailCoors(1,:))
% % % % newT(jjjj)=DropletTailCoors(find(DropletTailCoors(jjjj,:)));
% % % % end
% % % % plot(tlist(1:10:end)(find(DropletHeadCoors)),
newH,tlist(1:10:end)(find(DropletTailCoors)), newT)
% % % % axis ij

if length(DropletHeadCoors(:,1))==1
x1Head=DropletHeadCoors(1,:);
Head=[x1Head(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Head(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
Leg=legend('x1', 'Location', 'southwest')
hold on
axis ij
elseif length(DropletHeadCoors(:,1))==2
x1Head=DropletHeadCoors(1,:);
x2Head=DropletHeadCoors(2,:);
Head=[x1Head(1:10:end); x2Head(1:10:end) ];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Head(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
hold on
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Head(1:10:end) , 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'Location', 'southwest')
axis ij
elseif length(DropletHeadCoors(:,1))==3
x1Head=DropletHeadCoors(1,:);
x2Head=DropletHeadCoors(2,:);
x3Head=DropletHeadCoors(3,:);
Head=[x1Head(1:10:end); x2Head(1:10:end) ; x3Head(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Head(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
hold on
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Head(1:10:end) , 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Head(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'Location', 'southwest')
axis ij
elseif length(DropletHeadCoors(:,1))==4
x1Head=DropletHeadCoors(1,:);
x2Head=DropletHeadCoors(2,:);
x3Head=DropletHeadCoors(3,:);
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x4Head=DropletHeadCoors(4,:);
Head=[x1Head(1:10:end); x2Head(1:10:end) ; x3Head(1:10:end);
x4Head(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Head(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
hold on
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Head(1:10:end) , 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Head(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x4Head(1:10:end), 's', 'Color', [1,0.1,0])
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'x4', 'Location', 'southwest')
axis ij
elseif length(DropletHeadCoors(:,1))==5
x1Head=DropletHeadCoors(1,:);
x2Head=DropletHeadCoors(2,:);
x3Head=DropletHeadCoors(3,:);
x4Head=DropletHeadCoors(4,:);
x5Head=DropletHeadCoors(5,:);
Head=[x1Head(1:10:end); x2Head(1:10:end) ; x3Head(1:10:end);
x4Head(1:10:end); x5Head(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Head(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
hold on
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Head(1:10:end) , 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Head(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x4Head(1:10:end), 's', 'Color', [1,0.1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x5Head(1:10:end), 'p', 'Color', [0.5,0.25,1])
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'x4', 'x5', 'Location', 'southwest')
axis ij
elseif length(DropletHeadCoors(:,1))==6
x1Head=DropletHeadCoors(1,:);
x2Head=DropletHeadCoors(2,:);
x3Head=DropletHeadCoors(3,:);
x4Head=DropletHeadCoors(4,:);
x5Head=DropletHeadCoors(5,:);
x6Head=DropletHeadCoors(6,:);
Head=[x1Head(1:10:end); x2Head(1:10:end) ; x3Head(1:10:end);
x4Head(1:10:end); x5Head(1:10:end); x6Head(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Head(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
hold on
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Head(1:10:end) , 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Head(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x4Head(1:10:end), 's', 'Color', [1,0.1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x5Head(1:10:end), 'p', 'Color', [0.5,0.25,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x6Head(1:10:end), 'd', 'Color', [0,0,0])
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'x4', 'x5', 'x6', 'Location', 'southwest')
axis ij
elseif length(DropletHeadCoors(:,1))==7
x1Head=DropletHeadCoors(1,:);
x2Head=DropletHeadCoors(2,:);
x3Head=DropletHeadCoors(3,:);
x4Head=DropletHeadCoors(4,:);
x5Head=DropletHeadCoors(5,:);
x6Head=DropletHeadCoors(6,:);
x7Head=DropletHeadCoors(7,:);
Head=[x1Head(1:10:end); x2Head(1:10:end) ; x3Head(1:10:end);
x4Head(1:10:end); x5Head(1:10:end); x6Head(1:10:end); x7Head(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Head(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
hold on
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Head(1:10:end) , 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
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plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Head(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x4Head(1:10:end), 's', 'Color', [1,0.1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x5Head(1:10:end), 'p', 'Color', [0.5,0.25,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x6Head(1:10:end), 'd', 'Color', [0,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x7Head(1:10:end), 'g*')
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'x4', 'x5', 'x6', 'x7', 'Location',
'southwest')
axis ij
elseif length(DropletHeadCoors(:,1))==8
x1Head=DropletHeadCoors(1,:);
x2Head=DropletHeadCoors(2,:);
x3Head=DropletHeadCoors(3,:);
x4Head=DropletHeadCoors(4,:);
x5Head=DropletHeadCoors(5,:);
x6Head=DropletHeadCoors(6,:);
x7Head=DropletHeadCoors(7,:);
x8Head=DropletHeadCoors(8,:);
Head=[x1Head(1:10:end); x2Head(1:10:end) ; x3Head(1:10:end);
x4Head(1:10:end); x5Head(1:10:end); x6Head(1:10:end); x7Head(1:10:end);
x8Head(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Head(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
hold on
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Head(1:10:end) , 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Head(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x4Head(1:10:end), 's', 'Color', [1,0.1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x5Head(1:10:end), 'p', 'Color', [0.5,0.25,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x6Head(1:10:end), 'd', 'Color', [0,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x7Head(1:10:end), 'g*')
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x8Head(1:10:end), 'b+')
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'x4', 'x5', 'x6', 'x7', 'x8', 'Location',
'southwest')
axis ij
elseif length(DropletHeadCoors(:,1))==9
x1Head=DropletHeadCoors(1,:);
x2Head=DropletHeadCoors(2,:);
x3Head=DropletHeadCoors(3,:);
x4Head=DropletHeadCoors(4,:);
x5Head=DropletHeadCoors(5,:);
x6Head=DropletHeadCoors(6,:);
x7Hea=DropletHeadCoors(7,:);
x8Head=DropletHeadCoors(8,:);
x9Head=DropletHeadCoors(9,:);
Head=[x1Head(1:10:end); x2Head(1:10:end) ; x3Head(1:10:end);
x4Head(1:10:end); x5Head(1:10:end); x6Head(1:10:end); x7Head(1:10:end);
x8Head(1:10:end); x9Head(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Head(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
hold on
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Head(1:10:end) , 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Head(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x4Head(1:10:end), 's', 'Color', [1,0.1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x5Head(1:10:end), 'p', 'Color', [0.5,0.25,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x6Head(1:10:end), 'd', 'Color', [0,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x7Head(1:10:end), 'g*')
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x8Head(1:10:end), 'b+')
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x9Head(1:10:end), 'kx')
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'x4', 'x5', 'x6', 'x7', 'x8', 'x9',
'Location', 'southwest')
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axis ij
elseif length(DropletHeadCoors(:,1))==10
x1Head=DropletHeadCoors(1,:);
x2Head=DropletHeadCoors(2,:);
x3Head=DropletHeadCoors(3,:);
x4Head=DropletHeadCoors(4,:);
x5Head=DropletHeadCoors(5,:);
x6Head=DropletHeadCoors(6,:);
x7Head=DropletHeadCoors(7,:);
x8Head=DropletHeadCoors(8,:);
x9Head=DropletHeadCoors(9,:);
x10Head=DropletHeadCoors(10,:);
Head=[x1Head(1:10:end); x2Head(1:10:end) ; x3Head(1:10:end);
x4Head(1:10:end); x5Head(1:10:end); x6Head(1:10:end); x7Head(1:10:end);
x8Head(1:10:end); x9Head(1:10:end); x10Head(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Head(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
hold on
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Head(1:10:end) , 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Head(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x4Head(1:10:end), 's', 'Color', [1,0.1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x5Head(1:10:end), 'p', 'Color', [0.5,0.25,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x6Head(1:10:end), 'd', 'Color', [0,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x7Head(1:10:end), 'g*')
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x8Head(1:10:end), 'b+')
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x9Head(1:10:end), 'kx')
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x10Head(1:10:end), 'm>')
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'x4', 'x5', 'x6', 'x7', 'x8', 'x9', 'x10',
'Location', 'southwest')
axis ij
end
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%

figure(1)
plot(tlist(1:10:end), Head)
axis ij
hold on

if count2>1
if length(DropletTailCoors(:,1))==1
x1Tail=DropletTailCoors(1,:);
Tail=[x1Tail(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Tail(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
Leg=legend('x1', 'Location', 'southwest')
elseif length(DropletTailCoors(:,1))==2
x1Tail=DropletTailCoors(1,:);
x2Tail=DropletTailCoors(2,:);
Tail=[x1Tail(1:10:end); x2Tail(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Tail(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Tail(1:10:end), 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'Location', 'southwest')
elseif length(DropletTailCoors(:,1))==3
x1Tail=DropletTailCoors(1,:);
x2Tail=DropletTailCoors(2,:);
x3Tail=DropletTailCoors(3,:);
Tail=[x1Tail(1:10:end); x2Tail(1:10:end); x3Tail(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Tail(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Tail(1:10:end), 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
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plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Tail(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'Location', 'southwest')
elseif length(DropletTailCoors(:,1))==4
x1Tail=DropletTailCoors(1,:);
x2Tail=DropletTailCoors(2,:);
x3Tail=DropletTailCoors(3,:);
x4Tail=DropletTailCoors(4,:);
Tail=[x1Tail(1:10:end); x2Tail(1:10:end); x3Tail(1:10:end);
x4Tail(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Tail(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Tail(1:10:end), 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Tail(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x4Tail(1:10:end), 's', 'Color', [1,0.1,0])
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'x4', 'Location', 'southwest')
elseif length(DropletTailCoors(:,1))==5
x1Tail=DropletTailCoors(1,:);
x2Tail=DropletTailCoors(2,:);
x3Tail=DropletTailCoors(3,:);
x4Tail=DropletTailCoors(4,:);
x5Tail=DropletTailCoors(5,:);
Tail=[x1Tail(1:10:end); x2Tail(1:10:end); x3Tail(1:10:end);
x4Tail(1:10:end); x5Tail(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Tail(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Tail(1:10:end), 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Tail(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x4Tail(1:10:end), 's', 'Color', [1,0.1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x5Tail(1:10:end), 'p', 'Color', [0.5,0.25,1])
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'x4', 'x5', 'Location', 'southwest')
elseif length(DropletTailCoors(:,1))==6
x1Tail=DropletTailCoors(1,:);
x2Tail=DropletTailCoors(2,:);
x3Tail=DropletTailCoors(3,:);
x4Tail=DropletTailCoors(4,:);
x5Tail=DropletTailCoors(5,:);
x6Tail=DropletTailCoors(6,:);
Tail=[x1Tail(1:10:end); x2Tail(1:10:end); x3Tail(1:10:end);
x4Tail(1:10:end); x5Tail(1:10:end); x6Tail(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Tail(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Tail(1:10:end), 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Tail(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x4Tail(1:10:end), 's', 'Color', [1,0.1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x5Tail(1:10:end), 'p', 'Color', [0.5,0.25,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x6Tail(1:10:end), 'd', 'Color', [0,0,0])
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'x4', 'x5', 'x6', 'Location',
'southwest')
elseif length(DropletTailCoors(:,1))==7
x1Tail=DropletTailCoors(1,:);
x2Tail=DropletTailCoors(2,:);
x3Tail=DropletTailCoors(3,:);
x4Tail=DropletTailCoors(4,:);
x5Tail=DropletTailCoors(5,:);
x6Tail=DropletTailCoors(6,:);
x7Tail=DropletTailCoors(7,:);
Tail=[x1Tail(1:10:end); x2Tail(1:10:end); x3Tail(1:10:end);
x4Tail(1:10:end); x5Tail(1:10:end); x6Tail(1:10:end); x7Tail(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Tail(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Tail(1:10:end), 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
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plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Tail(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x4Tail(1:10:end), 's', 'Color', [1,0.1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x5Tail(1:10:end), 'p', 'Color', [0.5,0.25,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x6Tail(1:10:end), 'd', 'Color', [0,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x7Tail(1:10:end), 'g*')
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'x4', 'x5', 'x6', 'x7', 'Location',
'southwest')
elseif length(DropletTailCoors(:,1))==8
x1Tail=DropletTailCoors(1,:);
x2Tail=DropletTailCoors(2,:);
x3Tail=DropletTailCoors(3,:);
x4Tail=DropletTailCoors(4,:);
x5Tail=DropletTailCoors(5,:);
x6Tail=DropletTailCoors(6,:);
x7Tail=DropletTailCoors(7,:);
x8Tail=DropletTailCoors(8,:);
Tail=[x1Tail(1:10:end); x2Tail(1:10:end); x3Tail(1:10:end);
x4Tail(1:10:end); x5Tail(1:10:end); x6Tail(1:10:end); x7Tail(1:10:end);
x8Tail(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Tail(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Tail(1:10:end), 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Tail(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x4Tail(1:10:end), 's', 'Color', [1,0.1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x5Tail(1:10:end), 'p', 'Color', [0.5,0.25,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x6Tail(1:10:end), 'd', 'Color', [0,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x7Tail(1:10:end), 'g*')
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x8Tail(1:10:end), 'b+')
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'x4', 'x5', 'x6', 'x7', 'x8',
'Location', 'southwest')
elseif length(DropletTailCoors(:,1))==9
x1Tail=DropletTailCoors(1,:);
x2Tail=DropletTailCoors(2,:);
x3Tail=DropletTailCoors(3,:);
x4Tail=DropletTailCoors(4,:);
x5Tail=DropletTailCoors(5,:);
x6Tail=DropletTailCoors(6,:);
x7Tail=DropletTailCoors(7,:);
x8Tail=DropletTailCoors(8,:);
x9Tail=DropletTailCoors(9,:);
Tail=[x1Tail(1:10:end); x2Tail(1:10:end); x3Tail(1:10:end);
x4Tail(1:10:end); x5Tail(1:10:end); x6Tail(1:10:end); x7Tail(1:10:end);
x8Tail(1:10:end); x9Tail(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Tail(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Tail(1:10:end), 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Tail(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x4Tail(1:10:end), 's', 'Color', [1,0.1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x5Tail(1:10:end), 'p', 'Color', [0.5,0.25,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x6Tail(1:10:end), 'd', 'Color', [0,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x7Tail(1:10:end), 'g*')
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x8Tail(1:10:end), 'b+')
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x9Tail(1:10:end), 'kx')
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'x4', 'x5', 'x6', 'x7', 'x8', 'x9',
'Location', 'southwest')
elseif length(DropletTailCoors(:,1))==10
x1Tail=DropletTailCoors(1,:);
x2Tail=DropletTailCoors(2,:);
x3Tail=DropletTailCoors(3,:);
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x4Tail=DropletTailCoors(4,:);
x5Tail=DropletTailCoors(5,:);
x6Tail=DropletTailCoors(6,:);
x7Tail=DropletTailCoors(7,:);
x8Tail=DropletTailCoors(8,:);
x9Tail=DropletTailCoors(9,:);
x10Tail=DropletTailCoors(10,:);
Tail=[x1Tail(1:10:end); x2Tail(1:10:end); x3Tail(1:10:end);
x4Tail(1:10:end); x5Tail(1:10:end); x6Tail(1:10:end); x7Tail(1:10:end);
x8Tail(1:10:end); x9Tail(1:10:end); x10Tail(1:10:end)];
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x1Tail(1:10:end), '^', 'Color', [1,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x2Tail(1:10:end), 'o', 'Color', [0,1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x3Tail(1:10:end), 'h', 'Color', [0,0,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x4Tail(1:10:end), 's', 'Color', [1,0.1,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x5Tail(1:10:end), 'p', 'Color', [0.5,0.25,1])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x6Tail(1:10:end), 'd', 'Color', [0,0,0])
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x7Tail(1:10:end), 'g*')
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x8Tail(1:10:end), 'b+')
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x9Tail(1:10:end), 'kx')
plot(tlist(1:10:end), x10Tail(1:10:end), 'm>')
Leg=legend('x1', 'x2', 'x3', 'x4', 'x5', 'x6', 'x7', 'x8', 'x9',
'x10', 'Location', 'southwest')
end
% %
% %
end

plot(tlist(1:10:end), Tail)
hold off

% % figure(2)

% title('Distance from Nozzle vs Time')
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Distance from Nozzle (m)')
axis tight
set(gca, 'FontSize', 18)
set(gca, 'FontName', 'Times New Roman')
set(0, 'DefaultLineMarkerSize',5)
% % set(Leg,'color', [1 0.9 0.85])
% % set(gca, 'color', [0.95 0.9 0.85])
% % set(gcf, 'color', [0.95 0.9 0.85])
% % % % % % % Avgradius=(Head([1:end-1],:)-Tail([1:end],:))/2;
hold off
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